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Abstract
Findings on the role that emotion plays in human behavior have transformed Artificial Intelligence computations. Modern

research explores how to simulate more intelligent and flexible systems. However, none of these models fully address the integration
of emotion generation and its effects in the context of cognitive processes. This work tries to unify several models of computational
emotions with work done in cognitive architectures.
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Cognitive architecture approach
The cognitive architecture approach has a long history with different implementations for solving a huge variety of tasks. However, all

these architectures maintain some key concepts and principles that reflect the philosophical presuppositions with the classical AI [1-6].
Here, we will discuss these conceptual principles and explain some examples of cognitive architectures.

These architectures have a number of limitations [7,8]. While classical AI approach has evolved together with the serial-fast processor

nature of available computing technology, the cognitive architecture approach claims for massively parallel data structures and processes.
Implementing these structures and processes finishes in reduced performance along some dimensions. In this respect, we need a

convergence among cognitive architectures from two points of view: (i) computational aspect, necessity to perform complex tasks in
demanding contexts; (ii) implementational aspect, reflecting the exponentially increasing knowledge figure about the nature of brain
processes.

A psychologically plausible cognitive architecture has to include all mechanism and processes: memory modules, inference mechanisms

and learning algorithms. Even more, it should integrate how emotion is involved in these cognitive processes: how emotion has to be
integrated within a cognitive architecture.

The goal would be a significant implementation of cognitive architectures that takes the broad range of cognition and emotion, from

perception to motor action to reasoning and problem solving [9]. Most implementations are hard-wired in respect to the relation between
emotion and cognition [10]. Architectures need a more serious integration in order to be used in robotics and emotion-sensitive humancomputer interaction.
Affective computing

Affective computing [11] consists of recognition, expression, modeling, communicating and responding to emotions. The goal of this

domain is to develop computer-based systems that recognize and express emotions like humans. The system must be able to sense and
response appropriately to user’s emotional states.
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On the one hand, appraisal theories have dominant in computational models of emotions and have been applied extensively in symbolic

architectures, because their theoretical structures can easily be translated into if-then rules [12-14].

On the other hand, dimensional architectures use to reject symbolic representations or emotional labels. The implementation of

emotional intelligence relies on cognitive features present in the architecture. Normally it does not implement other phenomena, like
explicit learning or theory of mind (recognition and understanding of other’s emotions).

Finally, new emotional hybrid architectures try to combine both the situated conceptualization approach and the dynamical mode of

functioning approach [15]. For instance, in the tripartite approach of Larue., et al. [16] three main dimensions are important to understand
emotions: semantic, cognitive and neurophysiological. In the proposed architecture, each dimension emerges from the interaction and
mechanisms taken from the two approaches.

Larue, Poirier and Nkambou [16] present an architecture where three sets of processes can interact: processes responsible for fast

context-sensitive behaviors (an autonomous mind), processes responsible for cognitive control (an algorithmic mind) and processes

responsible for deliberative processing and rational behavior (a reflective mind). By reasoning on counterfactual situations, the system
tries to link emotional semantic and cognition with neuromodulations. These ones, proposed as physiological components, act like an
attentional focus on salient emotional aspects of environments.

A possible way for evaluating the provided advancements of the different architectures, or the encountered problems that prevent

to obtain psychological and biologically plausible advancements [17,18], is that one of focusing on classes of problems that are easily

manageable for humans but very hard to solve for machines. For example, these involve aspects concerning commonsense reasoning
about space, action, change and language categorization [6]; selective attention; integration of multi-modal perception; the interaction
between cognition and emotion [19,20]; learning from few examples [21]; robust integration of mechanisms involving planning, acting,
monitoring and goal reasoning [9,22].

Future Research

Future research has to take seriously into account this question: how to develop models where emotion interacts with cognitive

processing. In this context, a psychological framework of emotional language processing is needed to describe the steps humans take

when they interact with other computer systems or agents. This framework can be used to help evaluate the efficiency and naturalness of

a user interface (e.g. design principles, emotional inferences, etc.). So, the key question is to represent, reason, and exploit various models
of word processing to more effectively process input, generate output, and manage the dialog and interaction between different agents.
The input data (words) should be, cognitive and emotionally, processed in a joint feature space according to a context-dependent model.

Conclusion

In conclusion, we have discussed that emotion has to be computationally integrated within a psychologically plausible cognitive

architecture. That is, emotion should be integrated on mechanisms and processes of attention, learning, decision making, action and
reasoning.
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